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Key numbers

600

An industrial group
that produces, stocks and distributes
all over the world

Over

people

9

industrial

sites

Beck Industries
The Beck Industries group is currently
amongst the world leaders in high
integrity bolting production for the
energy, oil and mechanical industry
sectors.
Almost a century after it was created,
Beck Industries is still a family
business, faithful both to its will for
industrial control, and to its innovating
and service culture.

Each Beck Industries site produces,
stocks and distributes its own products
in close proximity to its clients. This
organisation, which is ingrained into
our DNA, guarantees the quality
and availability of many references,
whatever the circumstances.

Over

100,000 m2
of production
and storage space

High integrity
bolting offer

Over

30
million euros

of stock

Standardised bolting

We have the capacity to produce a wide range of products meeting the ASTM, DIN,
ASME, RCCM, ANSI, AFNOR or EN standards: threaded rods, nuts, screws, pins, caps,
couplings, etc. and in a wide range of materials: carbon steels, stainless steel, nickel
alloys, duplex and super-duplex, non ferrous, etc.

Custom bolting

More than

3.000
clients

in the world

We can produce any type of part, including tie rods, couplings and specialised washers
according to your drawings and specifications.

Tightening tools

Beck industrie’s Beck Tight brand designs and produces hydraulic or mechanical
extension tightening solutions: nuts and stretchers.

One step
ahead to better tighten
performance
Quality is a priority issue, because our
clients manage installations that entail a
risk to populations and the environment.
We have built our business model on
this requirement, while guaranteeing
the competitiveness of our offer on the
international market.

A sense
of service

Controlled
quality

Team
spirit

Our control of quality is firstly founded
on the capitalisation of our wideranging industrial know-how: the
internalisation of processes and tools,
along with safety and risk management
culture.

The best
in innovation

To optimise our efficiency, the
reliability or our processes, products
and services, we have implemented
a continuous improvement program:
participative management, rewards
for innovation, massive investments in
training and leading edge equipment on
all our sites.

We will always try to establish a long
term relationship with our clients based
on feedback, the sense of responsibility,
reliability and the proactive implementation of solutions: the search for
technical solutions, bundled offers,
continuous improvement programme.

As a family-owned industrial group,
we build our future success on the
long term trust we have nurtured with
our employees: positive management,
transparency, loyalty, ethics and the
business’s environmental and societal
responsibility acknowledged by all.

International standards,
local service

BECK Industries
International
locations
The 9 Beck Industries
production sites have a
significant proportion of export
sales. Our sites guarantee
you a competitive and
quality service wherever
you may be.
One-day shipping
anywhere in the world
We have a flexible production
and storage facility capable
of managing your
emergencies:
shipping in 24 hours.

Beck Crespel
40 rue des Fusillés, 59280 Armentières - France
+ 33 (0) 320 777 888
info@beckcrespel.fr
Beck Technologies
La Chaudeau, 70320 Aillevillers et Lyaumont - France
+ 33 (0) 384 499 000
info@becktechnologies.fr
Cousin et Malicet
21 Rue Bernisseaux, 08120 Bogny-sur-Meuse - France
+ 33 (0) 324 371 515
info@cousinmalicet.fr
Beck Tight
40 rue des Fusillés, 59280 Armentières - France
+ 33 (0) 320 777 888
info@becktight.com

Beck Prosper
Building 19 First Avenue, The Pensnett Estate
Kingswinford, West Midlands - DY6 7TR - United Kingdom
+ 44 (0) 1384 368888
enquiries@beckprosper.com
BC Deutschland
Heinrich - Welken - Strasse 11, 59069 Hamm - Deutschland
+ 49 (0) 2385 922 00 0
info@bcdeutschland.de
BC Basco
Vierschaartstraat 7A, 9160 Lokeren - Belgium
+ 32 0 (9)/348 21 35
sales@basco.be
Beck Nord Afrique
Parc Industriel, Ain Johra, Sidi Boukhalkhal - Tiflet - Morocco
info@beck-na.ma
Beck Crawford Singapore
114 Neythal Road #01-03 Singapore 628601
+ 65 6747 8277
sales@beckcrawford.com.sg
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